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ICE Futures Europe Guidance on Block Trades and Asset Allocations

This Guidance updates and supersedes the Guidance previously published and contains details on the ICE Block Facility (“ICE Block”) and on the method of reporting Block Trades and Asset Allocations to ICE Futures Europe (“the Exchange” or “IFEU”) for registration and subsequent clearing by ICE Clear Europe (“the Clearing House”).

1. GENERAL

i) ICE Block enables Members to report for clearing, high volume trades arranged and executed by Members away from the order book in specific Contracts designated by the Exchange.

ii) Asset Allocation on ICE Block enables Members to organise and execute transactions involving a specified combination of two Fixed Income Contracts in an appropriate ratio.

iii) For the purposes of this Guidance, and in accordance with the Rules, a Member shall include all registered General, Trade and Individual Participants; ICE Block Members; and all Member representatives such as traders, brokers and back office staff, as appropriate.

iv) Each Member and its representatives should ensure that it is appropriately authorised and holds all necessary licenses and consents in accordance with Exchange Regulation B.3.1(h); and that it has appropriate systems and controls in place in order to conduct business on the ICE Platform. Members must also ensure that Block Trades and Asset Allocations are reported in accordance with Exchange Rule F.7 and F.7.D and Trading Procedure 17 and 16C, Failure to do so may render the Member liable to disciplinary action by the Exchange and potentially the FCA or another Regulatory Body.

v) Members must ensure that they act with due skill, care and diligence at all times and the interests of the client(s) are not prejudiced including when using ICE Block. Members must be mindful of applicable regulatory requirements, e.g. the FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook and the Market Abuse Regulation (EU) No 596/2014, as well as any fiduciary requirements under law when conducting business on the ICE Platform.

2. ELIGIBLE CONTRACTS

i) Block Trades may take place in respect of Futures or Options (including Swap Futures Contracts1) designated by the Exchange from time to time as Block Trade Contracts. At present, all of the contracts specified in Appendix A, B, C and D of this Guidance are eligible to be registered as Block Trades.

ii) Asset Allocations may take place in respect of Futures or Options (only Fixed Income Contracts) as designated by the Exchange from time to time as Asset Allocation Contracts. At present, all of the contracts specified in Appendix C are eligible to be registered under the Asset Allocation Facility.

iii) Block Trades may be for single outright contract months, intra-commodity spreads (e.g. calendar spreads), inter-commodity spreads, volatility trades and other combination trades2. Further, Block Trades may be arranged for the ICE Brent Futures leg of an ICE Brent Futures/NYMEX WTI arbitrage; the ICE Gasoil Futures leg of an ICE Gasoil Futures/NYMEX Heating Oil arbitrage; the IFEU White Sugar Futures leg of an ICE Futures US (IFUS) Sugar No.11/IFEU White Sugar Futures arbitrage; and the IFEU Containerised White Sugar Futures Leg of an IFUS Sugar No.11/IFEU Containerised White Sugar Futures Arbitrage and similar cross-exchange arbitrage transactions. The Block TAP facility may be used, in addition to the EFP facility, to post MOPS trades, which are subject to the same documentation requirements in either case.

---

1 Swap Futures Contracts are those contracts listed in Section TTT of the ICE Futures Europe Regulations.
2 Combination trade: A trade which consists of two or more contract months from the same Contract or different Contracts that is not supported on the ICE Platform. Otherwise known as strategy trades e.g. Fly, Condor, Butterfly, straddle / strangle trades.
3. TRADING HOURS AND FEES

i) Block Trades and Asset Allocations may, pursuant to Rule F.7.1 and F.5.D, only be arranged during specific trading hours and on specific ICE Futures Europe Trading Days as notified by the Exchange from time to time. Currently this means normal trading hours and all Trading Days.

ii) Block TAS Trades for ICE Gasoil Futures Contract are not permitted on the last day of trading for the expiring contract month.

iii) Asset Allocations for Fixed Income Contracts are not permitted on the last day of trading for the expiring contract month in accordance with Trading Procedure 16.C.4.

iv) Block Trades and Asset Allocations may not be arranged at any other times or after the expiry of the relevant contract month.

v) Block Trades will be charged the Exchange transaction fee as published at https://www.theice.com/fees.

4. MINIMUM VOLUME THRESHOLDS

i) The minimum volume threshold is the minimum number of lots as determined by the Exchange, from time to time, that can be traded as a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation.

ii) Please note minimum volume thresholds can be found in the following tables:

a. Energy, Appendix A.

b. Soft Commodity Contracts — Appendix B.

c. Fixed Income contracts — Appendix C.

d. Equity Derivatives contracts — Appendix D.

iii) For Asset Allocations, when trading two Fixed Income contracts falling within one of the Product Groups listed in Appendix C, please note the following:

a. Details of applicable minimum volume threshold requirements can be found in Table 3.

b. The number of Futures lots traded should be derived from the delta-neutral hedge ratio between the two contracts in accordance with Trading Procedure 16.C. The duration of each future should be calculated and the ratio of the two figures used to determine the number of lots each leg should be.

c. The number of Option lots traded per Asset Allocation leg should be of commensurate weighting. In addition the Asset Allocation must not be available via the Central Limit Order Book.

d. Each Options Asset Allocation leg must conform to the Custom Options Strategy constraints enforced by the Exchange.

e. Please refer to the notes after Table 3 for an example.

iv) Please see Part 7 for details on aggregation of orders, including when it is permitted to aggregate separate client orders (e.g. for outright contract months and intra-commodity spreads) and when it is permissible to aggregate orders on the matching side.

v) All option strategy trades (in all asset classes) may also be submitted as volatility trades. The minimum volume block threshold applicable to a volatility trade is in respect of the options leg, i.e. the volume of the related futures leg may be less than the options leg, depending on the relevant delta. There are no minimum thresholds applied to Futures Blocks which form the delta hedge on an option strategy. Members not meeting the minimum volume threshold may be subject to disciplinary action under Exchange Rules.

Members may choose to delay publication of Block Trades for those contracts listed in Appendices C and D respectively for which such functionality is available, provided that the relevant block minimum volume thresholds are met or exceeded on an outright or aggregate basis (as applicable).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block trade type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Block Minimum Volume Threshold</th>
<th>Reporting time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Outright</td>
<td>One maturity of any IFEU Futures or Options Contract</td>
<td>Minimum threshold applicable to the Contract being traded as published by the Exchange</td>
<td>Futures (not Coal): 5 minutes; Swap Futures, Coal &amp; all Option Contracts: 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Intra-commodity IFEU Futures or Options Contract</td>
<td>Two or more contract months and/or strike prices of the same IFEU Futures or Options Contract</td>
<td>Sum of the legs of the Block Trade must meet the minimum volume threshold applicable to the Contract</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Inter-commodity IFEU Futures or Options Contract</td>
<td>Two or more contract months and/or strike prices of two or more different IFEU Futures or Options Contracts; or any same-month combination of standard size plus mini contracts</td>
<td>Sum of the legs of the Block Trade must meet the larger of the minimum volume thresholds applicable to the Contracts being traded</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ratio</td>
<td>Standard crack spreads listed on the ICE Platform; or, non-standard crack spreads which involve months or a combination of months other than those listed on the ICE Platform; or, crack spreads with a ratio other than 4:3</td>
<td>Sum of the legs of the Block Trade must meet the larger of the minimum volume thresholds applicable to the Contracts being traded</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cross Exchange</td>
<td>Any of Block Trade types 2, 3 or 4 (non-standard crack spreads) where one or more of the legs is executed on an Exchange other than IFEU.</td>
<td>Treated as Block Trade type 3 as set out above.</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes to Table 1

i) These notes give illustrative examples of how the above rules apply.

ii) Examples of a "Type 2" block - two or more contract months and/or strike prices of the same IFEU Futures or Options Contract.

- For a time spread such as February / March Brent spreads, each leg must be at least 50 lots, so that the sum is 100, which equals the minimum size for Brent (see row 1 of Table 1).
- For a February / March WTI spread, each leg must be at least 25 lots, so that the sum is 50, which equals the minimum size for WTI (see row 4 of Table 1).
- For a February / March RBOB spread, each leg must be at least 25 lots, so that the sum is 50, which equals the minimum size for RBOB of 50 lots (see row 5 of Table 1).
- For a fly trade such as February / March / March / April Brent, each leg must be at least 25 lots, so that the sum is 100, which equals the minimum size for Brent.
- For seasons, such as April to Sep RBOB, each leg must be at least 9 lots, so that the total is 54, which exceeds the minimum size for RBOB of 50 lots.
- For combination trades, such as January - June Brent, each leg must be at least 17 lots, so that the total is 102, which exceeds the 100 lots minimum threshold.

iii) Examples of a “Type 3” block - two or more contract months and/or strike prices of two or more different IFEU Futures or Options Contracts

Where the products being blocked are not the same, there will often be different minimum sizes, one for each product. In these cases the legs can be added up, but must sum to the largest threshold among the products involved.

- For a WTI – RBOB crack spread, the WTI threshold is 50 lots and the RBOB is 50. The legs must sum to 50, so 25 lots of each leg.
- For a Brent futures (B) – Jet CIF NWE cargoes versus Brent 1st line (JNB) spread, the Brent threshold is 100 lots, the JNB Futures Contract threshold is 10 lots; the legs must sum to 100, so 50 lots of each, or any other proportion summing to 100 lots.
- For a Brent option volatility trade, the options leg must be at least 25, i.e. the minimum threshold for outright Oil option Contracts; and there is no minimum applied to the futures leg.
iv) **Examples of a “Type 4” block** - standard crack spreads listed on the ICE Platform; or, non-standard crack spreads which involve months or a combination of months other than those listed on the ICE Platform; or, crack spreads with a ratio other than 4:3

- For a Gasoil futures (G) - .05% Singapore Gasoil (SWS) spread, the Gasoil threshold is 100 lots, the SWS Contract threshold is 10 lots; the legs must sum to 100, but taking into account the unequal size of the respective lots, the Gasoil leg can be 57 lots and the SWS leg 43 lots for a total of 100.
- For a Heating Oil futures (O) - Gasoil Futures (G) spread (sometimes referred to as “HOGO”), the Heating Oil threshold is 50 lots and the Gasoil threshold is 100 lots. Therefore, the sum of the legs must meet the larger of the minimum thresholds which is 100 lots. If the agreed price is required to be at a rounded value, such as 0.05100 $/gal for example, the volume per leg can be as follows: the Gasoil leg can be 67 lots at $581.25 (1.85762 $/gal) and the Heating Oil leg can be split into 39 lots at $1.9086 and 11 lots at $1.9087 (1.90862 $/gal combined).

v) **Examples of a “Type 5” block** - any of Block Trade types 2, 3 or 4 where one or more of the legs are executed on an Exchange other than IFEU.

Where one or more legs are executed on another exchange, these are treated as Block Trade Type 3, i.e. encompassing two or more different commodities.

- For a WTI arbitrage trade where one trade is executed on ICE and an opposite quantity elsewhere, i.e. a switch trade, applying this constitutes a Type 3 block trade because two different commodities are involved. Hence the legs must sum to the highest ICE threshold. For a WTI switch trade the ICE leg would need to be at least 25 lots, and the sum of the legs 50.
- For a Brent-WTI arbitrage trade where the Brent leg is executed on ICE and the WTI elsewhere, the ICE leg would need to be 50 lots and the sum of the legs 100 (the larger threshold of the two).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block trade type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Block Minimum Volume Threshold</th>
<th>Reporting time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Outright</td>
<td>One maturity of any IFEU Futures or Options Contract</td>
<td>Minimum threshold applicable to the Contract being traded</td>
<td>Equity derivatives (delayed publication and Block only Contracts): 1 hour; Other Futures: 5 minutes; Other Options: 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Strategy</td>
<td>Two or more contract months and/or strike prices of the same IFEU Futures or Options Contracts</td>
<td>Sum of the legs of the Block Trade must meet the larger of the minimum volume thresholds applicable to the Contracts being traded</td>
<td>Equity derivatives (delayed publication and Block only Contracts): 1 hour; Other Futures and Options: 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3- Block Trading Requirements (for Fixed Income and Equity Derivatives listed in Appendices C and D, when traded in accordance with applicable requirements set out in Section 4v, Trading Procedures 16.A and elsewhere)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block trade type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Block Minimum Volume Threshold</th>
<th>Reporting time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Futures Asset Allocation (ratio)</td>
<td>Two different IFEU Fixed Income Futures Contracts falling within the same Product Group listed in Appendix C</td>
<td>Sum of the Futures legs of the Asset Allocation must meet the lower of the applicable minimum outright Block Trade volume thresholds of the contracts being traded</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option Asset Allocation (ratio)</td>
<td>Two different IFEU Fixed Income Option Contracts as listed in Appendix C</td>
<td>Sum of the Option legs of the Asset Allocation must meet the lower of the applicable minimum outright Block Trade volume thresholds of the contracts being traded</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis Trade</td>
<td>An IFEU Futures contract versus permissible underlying</td>
<td>See relevant Product Appendix C or D</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes to Table 2, 3 and Appendices C, D

i) These notes provide illustrative examples in order to assist with the interpretation of Appendices C and D (fixed income and equity derivative contracts).

ii) Examples of a “Type 1” block where outright thresholds are applicable and the Block Trade involves no more than one contract month or options series.

**Fixed income**

- For a Red Month outright Euribor® Futures contract the size must meet at least the outright minimum volume threshold of 1,500 lots.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the minimum strategy threshold to meet would be 8,000 lots.
- For a Green Month outright Euribor Futures contract the size must meet at least the outright minimum volume of 500 lots.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the minimum strategy threshold to meet would be 4,000 lots.
- For an outright in the front month of the Long Gilt contract the size must meet at least 500 lots.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the minimum strategy threshold to meet would be 1,500 lots.

**Equity derivatives**

- For a FTSE 100 Index Futures trade, the trade size must meet the minimum volume threshold of 500 lots.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the trade size must meet the Post Trade LIS value, to be found in Appendix D.
- For a standard FTSE 100 Index Options trade, order book listed, the trade size must meet the minimum volume threshold of 500 lots.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the trade size must meet the Post Trade LIS value, to be found in Appendix D. Examples of a “Type 2” block where strategy thresholds apply and the Block Trade involves more than one contract month of the same or different IFEU Futures or Options contracts.

**Fixed income**

- For a green pack (i.e. all four green quarterly contracts) in Short Sterling the legs must sum to a minimum of 1,000 lots.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the minimum strategy threshold to meet would be 6,000 lots.
- For a 2 year bundle (i.e. first 8 quarterly contracts) in Euribor Futures, the legs must sum to a minimum of 6,000 lots (the white months strategy minimum size), as a 2 year bundle involves white and red months and the white months’ minimum strategy size is higher than that for the red months.
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the minimum strategy threshold to meet would be 15,000 lots.
- For a calendar spread in the Long Gilt contract (i.e. long front month short second month) the legs must sum to minimum of 1,000 lots (the larger of the minimum volume thresholds involving months other than the front month).
  - For the trade to be eligible for delayed publication the minimum strategy threshold to meet would be 3,000 lots.
- For a white month outright Euribor® option volatility trade, the options leg must be at least 3,000, i.e. the minimum threshold for outright white months; and there is no minimum applied to the futures leg.
Equity derivatives

- For a calendar spread in the FTSE 100 Index Futures contract (e.g. long December expiry and short the March expiry), each individual leg must meet the minimum volume threshold of 500 lots, giving an aggregate total of 1000 lots.

- For a calendar spread in the FTSE 100 Index Standard Option contract (i.e. a put in the December expiry and a call in the March expiry) each individual leg must meet the minimum volume threshold of 500 lots, giving an aggregate total of 1000 lots.

- To be eligible for delayed publication the minimum aggregate (both legs combined) trade size is twice the size of the Post Trade LIS value.

Notes to Table 3

i) These notes provide an example in order to assist with the interpretation of Table 3

- When a White month Option on Three Month Euribor Call Spread and a 1Yr Mid-Curve Option on Three Month Euribor Call Spread are traded together as part of an Asset Allocation:
  - The legs must sum to 1,100 (the lower of the applicable outright minimum volume thresholds of the contracts being traded)
  - The number of contracts traded must be commensurate in weighting

- When a front month Long Gilt Futures and a front month Ten Year Eris GBP LIBOR Interest Rate Futures contract are traded together as part of an Asset Allocation:
  - The legs must sum to 250 lots (the lower of the applicable outright minimum volume thresholds of the contracts being traded).
  - The number of contracts traded must be derived in a duration neutral way.
  - To be eligible for delayed publication the sum of the legs must meet 500 lots (the lower of the applicable outright minimum volume thresholds of the contracts being traded for delayed publication).

5. REPORTING TIME REQUIREMENTS

i) Details of a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation must be entered into ICE Block within the specified time limit after agreement on the terms of the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation was reached between the parties, or by such reporting deadline as may be set out by the Exchange. In the case of Non-crossed Trades, the details of the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation must be both entered into ICE Block and accepted by the other Member within the specified time limit and by the reporting deadline prescribed by the Exchange as the case may be.

ii) On the day of expiry of a contract, a Block Trade (excluding Block TAS Trades for ICE Gasoil Futures) must be reported within the specified reporting time requirements or at any rate before the contract expires.

iii) The time of the arrangement of the Block Trade or an Asset Allocation must be recorded by the arranging Members on the order slip.

iv) If technical difficulties prevent prompt entry, Members should contact ICE Futures Europe Compliance or the ICE Help Desk to ensure the fact and time of the trade are recorded while the technical issue is resolved.

v) For those contracts listed in Appendix A the reporting time requirements are outlined in Table 1.

vi) No Block Trade or Asset Allocation can be reported, or accepted, later than 5 minutes after the close of trading of the contract concerned (“the reporting deadline”), with the exception of Equity
Derivative Contracts which can be reported up to 1 hour after close of trading on any business day other than the Last Trading Day.

6. MINI CONTRACTS
   i) Mini Contracts are intended to be used where a hedge, delta-hedge, or other valid commercial requirement calls for the splitting of a full-size lot into tranches smaller than one such lot. It is also valid to stand as the counterparty to such a trade.
   ii) It is not a valid use of the block facility to use it to bypass or evade the minimum threshold of the standard size contract by trading a larger number of mini Contracts. Mini contracts may be combined with standard sized contracts in the same Block Trade for hedging purposes, provided the Block size rules are met.
   iii) The Exchange will make routine inquiries where minis are used and will expect to see a commercial purpose in each case, which may include executing such a hedge, or providing it to another participant, or rolling/reducing a mini position, or other commercial purpose. As evidence of valid commercial purpose, the Exchange will accept:
      • From hedgers, extracts from the trade capture system or other documentation that shows the trade was against a physical exposure (recognising that each such individual trade will not necessarily be against one specific physical transaction, but may be against aggregate exposure across a book) or accumulated mini position.
      • From those standing as counterparties to such trades, evidence (emails, IMs, call records) that show the existence of a valid commercial purpose as above was established in the course of agreeing the trade.

7. AGGREGATION OF ORDERS IN CONNECTION WITH MINIMUM VOLUME THRESHOLDS
   i) Members must not aggregate separate client orders in order to meet the minimum volume thresholds, except in the following circumstances:
      (a) The separate orders have the same beneficial owner;
      (b) The separate orders have different beneficial owners provided that each such order individually meets or exceeds the applicable minimum volume;
      (c) The orders are for funds which are operated by the same Fund Manager and traded by the same Fund Manager, pursuant to the same strategy.
      (d) In respect of Options Contracts, where a Member receives a Block Trade order which meets or exceeds the relevant minimum volume threshold, he may aggregate orders on the matching side only in order to facilitate execution of the Block Trade order (Rule F.7.3 refers).
   ii) Block Trade orders (for Futures contracts only) for outright contract months or intra-commodity spreads may be combined to facilitate Block Trade orders for combination trades, so long as the volume of the order for the combination trade meets the minimum volume threshold of the relevant outright contract month or intra-commodity spread.
   iii) For example:
      (a) Block Trade orders for individual contract months Jan, Feb and Mar may be combined to facilitate a Block Trade order for the combination trade Q1 in the ICE UK Natural Gas Contract provided that the Q1 order meets the Minimum Volume Threshold for an outright Natural Gas contract month of 40 lots.
      (b) Block Trade orders for intra-commodity spreads Aug/Sep and Sep/Oct may be combined to facilitate a Block Trade order for the combination ‘Butterfly’ spread in Aug/Sep/Oct in the ICE Brent Crude Futures Contract provided that the Butterfly spread order meets the Minimum Volume Threshold for an intra-commodity spread in Brent Futures of 50 lots. Members must ensure that combining orders in this way is not to the detriment of any client order.
8. BLOCK TRADE AND ASSET ALLOCATIONS PARTICIPATION

i) Block Trades and Asset Allocations may only be reported to the Exchange by ICE Futures Europe Members who have been permitted to enter Block Trades or Asset Allocations as appropriate by the Exchange or by their client’s Clearing Member. Where more than one Exchange Member is involved in the arrangement, execution and subsequent clearing of a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation, each Member must ensure that the business conducted by it or through it shall not cause it or the Exchange to be in breach of any applicable laws and Regulations.

ii) Affiliate or group companies may be eligible to arrange, execute and report Block Trades and Asset Allocations on behalf of an Exchange Member, provided the specific written permission of the Member to that effect has first been lodged with the Exchange. In such cases, the affiliate or group company is a Representative of the Exchange Member and must comply with all applicable Exchange and regulatory requirements.

iii) If a Member is authorised by the FCA, Block Trades and Asset Allocations may only be arranged on behalf of clients by a person on that Member’s staff who is registered with the FCA as an Approved Person.

iv) Where a Member is not authorised by the FCA e.g. because they are located outside the United Kingdom, they should conform to corresponding local statutes in respect of such approval.

v) Members are reminded of their responsibility under Rule A.9. for the conduct of their Member Representatives.

9. PROHIBITIONS

i) A Member must not disclose the identity of the party to a Block Trade or Asset Allocation order to potential counterparties unless the Member has previously received that party’s permission to do so. Members may disclose the terms of Block Trade or Asset Allocation orders in furtherance of bilateral negotiations, which may include indicating that the negotiations have ended.

ii) Members are reminded of Rule E.2.2A which states that any behaviour amounting to market abuse as set out in relevant market abuse legislation will constitute a breach of Exchange Rules. This includes front-running or pre-positioning. Members are not permitted to enter into a transaction for their own benefit, which is transacted on the basis of and ahead of an order (including an order relating to a bid) which it, or an associate, is to carry out with or for another (in respect of which information concerning the order is inside information), which takes advantage of the anticipated impact of the order on the market.

iii) Members must not share specific, material and non-public information with other Market participants, except in the normal course of business.

10. PRICE

i) Exchange Rule F.7.5 requires Members to ensure that the price of any Block Trade or an Asset Allocation represents the fair market value for that trade. The fair market value is interpreted as being a price that the Member considers to be the best available price for a trade of that kind and type at the time of arranging the Block Trade or Asset Allocation. Moreover, Rule 7.5 also requires Members to ensure that they take into account the prevailing price and volume currently available in the market, the liquidity of the market and general market conditions. In doing so, the Member is not obliged to obtain prices from other Members, unless this would be appropriate in the circumstances.

ii) On each occasion of quoting a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation price, the Member must, at the time, make it clear to the potential counterparty(ies), whether a Member or a client who is not a Member of the Exchange, that the price being quoted is a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation price and is not the prevailing market price.

iii) There are a number of practical steps which Members can take in order to ensure that they are satisfying the letter and spirit of the Exchange’s Rules in relation to the pricing of Block Trades and Asset Allocations.

iv) First, in relation to products where the central order book is populated, the Member should determine whether the difference (if any) between the Block Trade price and central order book prices is excessive, taking into account the liquidity of the product concerned, market depth in the
central order book and the size of the Block Trade. In particular, Members should compare the intended price of the Block Trade with the price which could be achieved through execution in the central order book. In doing so, Members should consider the impact of any price slippage or execution delay which might be experienced in the case of execution in the central order book.

v) Secondly, if the central order book is empty, the Member should consider either prices which have traded in the market earlier that day in the product concerned or spread relationships with related products. The Member should also assess whether the Block Trade price falls within or outside the daily high/low price for the product concerned as, depending on the size of the Block Trade and market conditions, this may be an indicator of excessive price slippage in the Block Trade or Asset Allocation price.

vi) The Exchange monitors the prices of Block Trades and Asset Allocations, taking into account the considerations described above. Specific Block Trades or Asset Allocations may become the subject of further investigation by the Exchange if, prima facie, they do not appear to represent fair market value.

vii) Block Trades and Asset Allocations are neither included in the determination or calculation of any settlement price, Index or marker published by the Exchange, nor do they affect the daily published high and low trades.

viii) With the exception of Short Term Interest Rate Options, participants shall be able to request or make contingent quotes or agree to facilitate contingent orders from a client in the same series, delivery month or strategy which may have the effect of achieving a transaction at an aggregate or average price inside the minimum price movement of the Contract concerned provided that, with the exception of Ratio trades for IFEU Energy Contracts (see Table 1), each component is greater than or equal to the relevant Block Trade minimum volume threshold.

ix) The Exchange wishes to clarify that the use of volatility trades, where options are combined with futures at a specified delta, to achieve an overall price inside the minimum price increment of the Contract concerned is permissible in respect of all Contracts, including Short Term Interest Rate Options.

11. REPORTING TO THE EXCHANGE AND REGISTRATION

i) Once a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation has been organised the Members must report the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation details to the Exchange in accordance with ICE Futures Europe Trading Procedure 17 and 16C.

ii) Block Trades and the Asset Allocations may be reported to the Exchange by the entry of the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation details to ICE Block (or by any other means determined by the Exchange from time to time).

a. Where the Block Trade or an Asset Allocation is agreed between two separate Members ("Non-crossed Trade") one of the Members party to a Non-crossed Trade inputs into ICE Block its own side of the deal (i.e. either the buy or sell side of the trade) alleging the counterparty Member to the deal. The counterparty Member to the deal is required to accept the alleged Non-crossed Trade in ICE Block within the specified time period. Once the Non-crossed Trade has been accepted by the counterparty it flows through to the ICE Systems in the normal manner.

i. In order to facilitate the swift matching of Non-crossed Trades the submitting Member must complete mandatory Order Reference and Contact Number fields in ICE Block to assist any queries prior to acceptance by the counterparty Member.

ii. Unless otherwise agreed by the relevant Members, Non-crossed Trades shall be entered by the buying Member in respect of Non-crossed Trades in single contract months. All legs pertaining to multi-legged combination Block trades should be entered into ICE Block by the Buyer of the front month.

b. Members may also directly allocate trades executed on behalf of its clients into the clients’ accounts at the relevant clearing Member(s) through ICE Block. Members must have the
permission of the relevant clearing Member(s) to execute business on behalf of its client and been set up in the system before arranging the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation.

c. Members who do not have direct access to ICE Block may report the details of agreed Block Transactions or the Asset Allocation to the ICE Help Desk for entry into ICE Block provided that the Member, or the client(s) on whose behalf the Member is acting, has a clearing account with a Clearing Member.

iii) Participants who do not have the relevant permissions from the Exchange or from their client’s Clearing Member to enter Block Trades or Asset Allocations on their behalf are prohibited from doing so. Parties arranging or seeking to enter Block Trades or Asset Allocations must ensure, prior to executing a transaction with a client that all appropriate permissions are in place to ensure the trade can be entered and that Exchange Regulations are complied with.

iv) Block Trades involving IFEU White Sugar Futures trades and IFEU Containerised White Sugar Futures trades are permitted as part of an IFUS Sugar No. 11/IFEU White Sugar and IFUS Sugar No. 11/ IFEU Containerised White Sugar arbitrage transactions. Users will need to submit two separate block tickets (one on IFUS and the other on IFEU). The submitter must report the IFUS leg first and followed by the IFEU leg. The IFEU leg must contain the deal ID (of the IFUS Sugar No. 11 leg) in the “Transaction Details” text field on the Block Trade submission screen in ICE Block. Please contact ICE Futures US Compliance department for further details on what information is required to be submitted on the IFUS leg.

v) Block Trades involving IFEU Robusta Coffee Futures trades are permitted as part of an IFUS Coffee “C”/IFEU Robusta Coffee arbitrage transaction. Users will need to submit two separate block tickets (one on IFUS and the other on IFEU). The submitter must report the IFUS leg first followed by the IFEU leg. The IFEU leg must contain the deal ID (of the IFUS Coffee “C” leg) in the “Transaction Details” text field on the Block Trade submission screen in ICE Block. Please contact the ICE Futures US Compliance department for further details on the information which is required to be submitted on the IFUS leg.

vi) For IFEU Cocoa Block Trades, users must submit all legs of the trade on one ICE Block ticket.

vii) For Equity Derivatives contracts, it may not be possible or practicable to determine the execution price of a Block Trade on the day in question, e.g. because the ICE Block Facility has closed before the relevant reference price has been established in the underlying market, or because such price is established outside of the normal trading hours applicable to the location of the broker or one or more of the parties to the Block Trade. In such circumstances, the Block Trade can be agreed in principle on such day, prior to being confirmed by the counterparties and should be registered with the Exchange between 8am and 9am London time on the next business day for such contracts.

viii) Notwithstanding point (vii) above, for a sub-set of Equity Derivatives contracts that open at 1am London Time, the following approach should be applied:

- Where the counterparties to the Block Trade are based in Australasia and Asia, the Block Trade should be confirmed and registered between 1am and 2am London time.
- Where the counterparties to the Block Trade are not based in Australasia and Asia, and the Block Trade can only be confirmed by the counterparties during European trading hours, the Block Trade should be registered with the Exchange by 9am London time.
12. POST TRADE CONFIRMATION & PUBLICATION

i) Subject to such details being within relevant clearing risk limits, the trade details will flow through to the ICE Systems and an ICE Futures Europe Contract shall arise. The process will not continue if there are any issues with limits; in such instance, the affected party should contact its Clearing Member to remedy the issue and inform the Exchange as per 9(iv) above.

ii) In the event that the details of a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation are reported to and entered into ICE Block by the ICE Help Desk, both parties to the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation will receive a confirmatory email. For such trades, parties must respond to the email as soon as possible if they disagree with any of the details booked on the trade. Note that if no objection is received within the reporting time period, or by the reporting deadline as the case may be, both parties to the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation will be deemed to have accepted the trade.

iii) ICE Block assigns each new trade a unique deal ID and provides an audit of all actions undertaken on ICE Block for that particular day.

iv) The Block Trade or the Asset Allocation is registered under the Members’ company mnemonic (for those crossed trades that are entered into a client’s clearing account directly).

v) The Exchange may check the validity of the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation details submitted by the parties to the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation. If the Exchange (following consultation, where necessary, with ICE Clear Europe and subject to their right to refuse registration) is not satisfied that all such details are valid, it will void the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation. Any decision by the Exchange not to register a Block Trade or an Asset Allocation is final.

vi) Registration of a transaction does not preclude the Exchange from instigating disciplinary procedures in the event that the transaction is subsequently found to have been made other than in compliance with the Regulations.

vii) Price and volume will be broadcast to the market immediately following acceptance by the Exchange for Block Trades and Asset Allocations, apart from where delayed publication has been selected.

viii) For delayed publication, price and volume will be broadcast in the case of Block Trades for Contracts listed in Appendices C and D, for which such functionality is available, at the daily close of trading in the Contract on the central order book.

ix) Block Trades and Asset Allocations are identifiable as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Trade</th>
<th>Trade Type Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Trades</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block TAS trades</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Allocations</td>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block TAP trades</td>
<td>TAK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. CANCELLATION AND AMENDMENT OF BLOCK TRADES AND ASSET ALLOCATIONS

i) A Member may cancel Block Trades or Asset Allocations reported to the Exchange through ICE Block. The self-cancellation of Block Trades and Asset Allocations will only be permitted for cross trades, or trades where both sides have been entered by the same Member, which were entered earlier on the same Trading Day (“Top Day Trades”). Members using this facility must ensure they enter a reason for the Block Trade or the Asset Allocation cancellation when confirming the request for cancellation.
ii) Members should contact ICE Futures Europe Market Supervision regarding cancellation requests for all other Non-crossed Trades.

iii) Adjustment of Block Trades and Asset Allocations entered via ICE Block is also available at any time on the business day following the reporting of the Block Trade and the Asset Allocation to the Exchange. This Next-Day adjustment establishes an offsetting trade and a new trade with the corrected details.

iv) The amendment will only be implemented by an Exchange member or by the ICE Helpdesk on the instruction of an Exchange member. This facility will not apply to Block Trade at settlement trades ("Block TAS"), or Block Trade at Platts Settlement trades (TAK) or Balmo Contracts. Member must provide a valid reason when amending a trade via ICE Block.

v) The Exchange will monitor all requests for trade cancellations and may take disciplinary action against Members that make excessive requests compared to the level of business they undertake. Deliberate submission of inaccurate trades would be regarded as potentially manipulative and amounting to serious misconduct.